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TORCH BEARERS! RECEIVE THE ANOINTING OF THE REFINER'S FIRE!
Devotees of the Ascended Masters,
eceive the Sacred Fire this day to burn away all that is unlike your
True Identity in God! Cast out into the Lake of Violet Flame by the Ruby
Ray Action of the Love of God all that is unlike your own God Presence.
That when you stand, you will stand in the Light of your own Holy Christ
Self. You will have garments washed clean. And you, Blessed Ones, will have
the Christ Discrimination to know who you are, to know what is real, what
is lasting! For unless there is transmutation within your world, you are always
perceiving life through the lens of impure thought and feeling; of overlays of
your own karma; and, yes, Blessed Ones, that which would be imposed upon
you, not merely from those who are in incarnation, but those from the astral
plane who are caught between worlds — not having suﬃcient Light to move
on into the Higher Octaves, nor having warranted suﬃcient Fire from their
own God Presence because of their misdeeds, their karma, to move beyond
that astral realm.
It is the Blessing of your own God Presence that you ﬁnd yourself today in
a place where you may receive this Fire. For not all who come before us have
vehicles prepared, for they have not invoked the Light of their God Presence.
They have not bended the knee in surrender to the Light of God. Nor have
they puriﬁed their ways or disciplined their consciousness, so that when this
Fire descends into their world, it does not multiply their own negativity, adding to their burden, but rather washes clean the dross that remains untransmuted despite their own eﬀorts. For, indeed, when you have proven the Law,
when you have striven as far as you are capable, the Grace of your own God
Presence and those in attendance to the embodied Sons and Daughters of God
are able, by Dispensation, to give you the full beneﬁt of their Consciousness,
their Light, and their Fire.
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When time and time again you allow lesser states of consciousness to
revolve within you, who are you to blame but yourself for indulging the tendency of your own emotional body to revolve those negative energies? And,
yes, Blessed Ones, what does this do to your physical body? There is a reason
why in the portraits of old, the saints have a supernal glow in their faces and
a Divine Light in their eyes. They may have been imprisoned in dungeons
for years upon years, but this did not shake their Faith nor their connection
to the Heart of God — and that Radiance shone forth triumphant.
You are called to go beyond the saints of old! You have been given the
opportunity to invoke the Light within your own garments; to have the Fire of
the Mind of God course through your mind; to have your emotions so charged
with Light and yet held under the God Control of the Divine Mind that they
will not be stirred, save the Light of God and the ﬁngers of the Mind of God
move through those vital currents, energizing the physical body itself.
It is so diﬃcult, is it not, to move through an entire incarnation carrying
the weight, the relentless pressure of human thought and feeling pounding
away at you constantly. You are called to invoke suﬃcient Light to exact a
staying action — of a superior pressure of Light from within out — so that
the Light streams forth from your own Heart Flame to hold in abeyance the
weight of the world’s condemnation. Those precious few lightbearers who
know and love God, who are held within the Christ Light, are despised by
the majority of the human race, who in their jealousy and ignorance do not
desire you to have your day in the Sun.
What a travesty! For if they were to recognize what causes the Light in
your eyes, the Peace that comes over your countenance, your Patience and
Tolerance with them despite their anger and agitation, the Source which
enables you to strive with an indomitable Faith and Trust in God and a commitment to the Destiny and goal of your Ascension — if they knew, if they
could catch just a glimpse, do you not realize, Blessed Ones, how they would
change? Perhaps for some it will take longer. But the seed, having been planted
by your example and by the Teaching that you share, will bring about the
change, ultimately, for their own acceleration on the Path.
This is how you bring in a New World Religion. This is how you exact
the Masters’ Instruction to bring forth the Torch of your own Being and raise
it high, shedding Light into those areas of darkness, superstition, and negativity that have no place in a realm where the Holy Christ Self resides, that
have no truck with an Ascended Master Way of Life, which you are called
upon to exemplify.
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Far too many of you think that in your own way you are just one individual not capable of making such a vast diﬀerence. But did not Paul make
a diﬀerence? Now the Ascended Master Hilarion, he still carries a Banner of
Truth, fostering Truth to every corner of the Earth. You, Blessed Ones, may
be like Paul. You may also be like Mother Mary, giving Comfort, Love, and
holding the Immaculate Concept for those that know not their True Identity.
And this means even those who profess to know who they are, but in their
blindness, their separation from God, and their false pursuits have not the
clarity of vision nor the Vibration suﬃcient to understand the true Reality
of their Being.
These outer vehicles you wear are intended to receive the charge of Light
of the Seven Rays of God Consciousness from your own I AM Presence.
These Seven Primary Rays are to remain permanently anchored within your
garments, active throughout your incarnations while you gain mastery and
expand their Radiance.
It is not a case, Blessed Ones, of fabricating out of the whole cloth your
own idea of what is real or your own take on what is the Truth of the Law.
Cosmic Law is Eternal. When you come to know Cosmic Law, only then will
you understand Truth. For Truth does not deviate to the right or to the left,
but remains centered in the White Fire Core of Absolute Perfection. That same
changeless Truth is inherent within the Heart of God, resident within your
own Electronic Body, and forever anchored in the Threefold Flame upon the
Altar of your Heart. It is so very close at hand if only you will partake of Its
Radiance and Purity. That Touchstone of Reality is unmistakable when once
you enter fully and completely into communion with the Heart of God.
But if overlays of impurities and returning karma still mask your perception, then be free of those momentums and summon the unmitigated
God Desire to keep you accelerating on your Path by invoking the Violet
Flame! Become a Master of Invocation, calling forth God’s most intense
Love, the Action of the Ruby Ray! Then allow for each of these Rays of God
Consciousness to pierce the unreality and dissolve it instantly on contact
— acting as the Reﬁner’s Fire so that you might begin to perceive the Truth
of your Identity, that you might understand that the Vibration of God is not
gray or diluted by any false conceptions, but comes forth as the Single-Eyed
Vision of Cyclopea holding to the Immaculate Concept of your Christic
Identity; as the Truth that shines forth in the Purity held in the Vision of
Serapis Bey for your Ascension; as the Truth, Blessed Ones, that blazes in the
gaze of Hercules holding fast to that pristine, Edenic Blueprint of the Divine
Will of God for each of you.
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Each of the Ascended Masters serving on this Seven Rayed Religion will
assist in holding to these perfect matrices for your lifestream so that your
own God Presence may have their Light as a foundation to reinforce Its own
Outpouring through your outer vehicles.
Oft times, there are those Sons and Daughters of God who stubbornly
turn a deaf ear to their own God Presence, to their own Heart resounding
over and over again what is the right course to take. Some have silenced the
still, small Voice of their Presence, deifying the counterfeit appetites of their
own thought and feeling worlds instead. But just because an impulse arises
out of your subconscious does not mean it is the Consciousness of your own
Threefold Flame or the Mind of God thundering from on high. One must
ﬁrst purge those so-called revelations arising out of the subconscious and arrest
them entirely — before the Voice of your own Heart Flame can resound.
This Action of the Violet Flame allows for this World Religion to go forth
in full Ascended Master Purity, in the understanding of what is the right
course to take. Surely, the Ascended Masters stand in their Cosmic Councils
to ratify your opportunity to exercise your God-given free will. But this does
not mean that We will be forever silenced when would-be students continually exercise the will of the not-self, venting the outer circumstances of their
human thought and feeling. We will have Our Voice resound throughout
the Earth through Our Anointed Messengers, “Thus far and no further! We
will not be silenced or relegated to mythological status!"
Know well that when the Reﬁner’s Fire rains down upon the Earth, it
is no respecter of persons. You have seen example after example throughout
the Earth of returning karma as cataclysm. Try as they might to stay those
events, the Lords of Karma can only mitigate the outcome by Dispensation
as the Sons and Daughters of God allow. For where there is the absence of
the upraised Chalice; where there is the silencing of the voices calling for
more Light of God; where there is not the Purity in the vehicles of consciousness for that Light to resound through, to take dominion over these physical
octaves, then, Blessed Ones, the Law must be balanced by karmic return.
That, too, is Cosmic Law.
Know well that in your own life, your Holy Christ Self is governor of the
Light of God through your outer vehicles. This Christ Identity, wearing Its
own radiant garment, can blend with the very physical body of your outer
identity, wrapping you in the Virtues of the Christ and allowing for the God
Qualities of your own Electronic Body to move through you. But if there is
an absence of Purity, of discipline, of Harmony in your own life, can you not
begin to see how the Holy Christ Self would be relegated to Its own Higher
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Octave and not allowed by Cosmic Law to co-mingle the Pristine Mind of
God with the polluted stream of mortality?
Therefore, purify by the Violet Flame! Allow for the sanctity of your vehicles to be restored to that Edenic Blueprint that once was, that still remains
within your own God Presence, that is destined to return to your outer consciousness.
I speak this day not merely to those faithful Torch Bearers, who strive daily,
giving their calls to the Light of God, to the Consciousness of the Ascended
and Cosmic Beings, to their own God Presence, invoking Light into their
life. I speak to those who are deluded in many varied paths and religious pursuits that are not elevating their consciousness or their vibration, but using
so-called religious pursuit as a panacea for procrastination, for staving oﬀ the
ultimate time when the Light of God must enter their temple. When there
is the displacing of all that is born out of psychic negativity, out of the astral
plane, and a return once more to the pristine, Edenic Blueprint that is the
Will of God and Divine Plan for their lifestream — that very action shall be
the fostering of the Golden Age.
I, Zarathustra, have observed many civilizations. I understand the insidious propensity toward human creation that engulfs the unwary. Oh how easy
it is to slide into a carnal way of thinking, a receptivity to unredeemed emotions, and an abject ignorance of the Truth that is right before you as a sign
and an example of right and wrong. I understand that for there to be suﬃcient change in the Earth to anchor Light for a Golden Age, there must be
those unafraid to proclaim the Light of God. There must be those who have
the understanding of the Truth of the Law — and not by way of masquerading Our Voice and Our Delivery through so-called dictations — but by the
uniﬁed action of those who will come under the canopy of the Light of God
and join with Our Anointed Messengers to proclaim this Light.
There is room in the Earth for many to aspire to the Path. But We must
speak with one concerted Voice for there to be the Touchstone of Purity; to
separate out the psychic channelers; to wash clean the false doctrine and dogma
of those who grovel for power, who elevate themselves for ego and position
themselves to divert abundance from the Sons and Daughter of God.
Know well, Blessed Ones, that for your work to succeed, you are charged
to call forth Ascended Master Light, to bring to this Temple Saint Germain’s
Ten Thousand so that they may be anointed with the Fire of God, that they
might receive the Light of their own God Presence and have the anointing
themselves of the Light of the Cloven Tongues of Elohim and understand
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what it means to stand in this Fire, as you are today, and then to be able to
go forth from this place with Torches held high in the stature of the Christ.
This, Blessed Ones, is how to bring about a Golden Age. Anything less is
merely watered-down pabulum that will not carry the thrust that is required
by Saint Germain, by the Karmic Board and the Cosmic Councils. You
know well what is required of you. For you have already felt upon the Altar
of your Heart the raising up of that Divine Will, of your part in this grand
and glorious endeavor of the Ascended Masters. And you have understood
that to complete with Victory the Divine Plan of your lifestream assures the
Victory of the Golden Age. When you have a collective endeavor such as The
Temple of The Presence — one that allows for the fullness of the Mighty
I AM Presence to reign supreme within each individual life of the Community,
one where Our Light acts as the foundation from which to launch a World
Religion, a culture of Ascended Master Ideals, then you have, Blessed Ones,
a recipe for Victory!
Know well that it is possible to fail. BUT FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION WHEN
I AM STANDING IN THE MIDST OF THE FIRE OF TORCH BEARERS OF THE
TEMPLE! You, Blessed Ones, must decide for yourself: Will you be there for
the day of Victory? Or will you be lagging behind with the laggards? This is a
choice that comes — not merely by one aﬃrmation of Faith, by one exercise
of Trust in the Light, or one conﬁrmation — but by a constant ratiﬁcation
by the Will of God within you, reaﬃrmed day-by-day, staying the course,
and summoning the Courage even when you know not what the morrow
brings. You have Courage, Blessed Ones, for you know that the Mighty
I AM Presence is at the helm! You know that the Ascended Masters have the
plan, and you are determined to play your part!
And so, you arise on the new day. You give your calls to the Heart of God.
And then you allow that Light to ﬂow forth into your world. You get up out
of bed, and you move with the Earth's currents, and you place one foot in
front of the other. You put your hand to the plow and exact the Will of your
Presence for that day. And this, Blessed Ones, is all that We ask of you. Your
God Presence has a plan for each day’s events and knows what it is that you
are required to learn in that day and what you will accomplish at the end of
all your days as the goal of your Victory. This is the Divine Destiny that you
call forth. This is the Divine Plan that you dream of. And this is the Heart’s
desiring for God that will come forth before you are even aware because you
are in pursuit of your Victory.
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So let that Victory, Blessed Ones, be here and now! Let the goal be here
and now! And let the striving be here and now! For I, Zarathustra, shall continue to anchor my Fire in the Earth, anointing each one of you with the
coals of Sacred Fire from my Heart and my Eyes so that you might receive
the full Blessing that is decreed by your own God Presence for you to receive
this day.
Receive the impetus of the Light of God where you can make the
most diﬀerence, Blessed Ones, and carry that thrust into the Victory
of the Golden Age!
I thank you.

Zarathustra
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